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In this transformative exploratory study, we propose to contribute to the defini-
tion of the concept of Generative Dance based on the theory of self-organized 
dynamic systems, in order to: 1) Describe the concepts of Emergent Chore-
ography and Generative Dance (by approximation to the Generative Art con-
cept); 2) Computationally model generative dance and study the emergence 
of spatio-temporal patterns - using Agent-based model theory and genetic al-
gorithms; 3) Explore collective improvisation, following the cycle Practice-led 
Research and Research-led Practice (Smith and Dean 2009), integrating the 
relationship principles observed in the emergent modeling behavior; 4) Know 
the subjective experience of space-time sharing - togetherness phenomenon - 
experienced in generative dance.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, it is essential to reflect how we corporeally relate to each other and 
how we can create a collective universe (“togetherness”). Observing the move-
ment of fish, birds, flocks, traffic and human crowds, we can see that they exhibit 
complex and coordinated spatio-temporal patterns (Couzin and Krause 2003), 
which are explained by Self-Organization Theory. According to this, the global 
displacement of a group emerges, without the need for an external regulating 
agent, due to the numerous intra-element interactions of the system (Camazine 
et al. 2003). Currently, Self-Organization Theory is applied to slime mold aggre-
gation processes, players behavior in team sports (Araújo, Correia and Davids 
2012), study in motor control (Camerino, Castañer, and Anguera 2012), con-
tact-improvisation (Torrents, Castañer and Anguera 2011) and collective impro-
visations (Leonard et al. 2012).

For Hagendoorn (2012), a choreography is constituted as a set of instruc-
tions for the organization and reconfiguration of one or several bodies in space-
time, where the choreographer defines how the dancers move and what their 
spatial organization is. This function seems to be reduced to a set of rules that 
interrelate the dancers. When we want to produce generative choreographies, is 
it enough to play with these rules?

The concept of generative art, according to Galanter (2003), is associat-
ed with artistic practice in which the artistic result comes from the use, by the 
artist, of a set of rules that constitute a system. Transposing this concept to a 
generative dance, we can consider that the choreographer creates and defines 
the functioning of a system of dancers, where the choreographic result emerges 
from the set of inter-dancers relationships. Assuming a model of composition 
in contemporary dance based on the choreographers’ privilege in the develop-
ment of organizing principles - logic that engenders a choreographic organiza-
tion that: superimposes the logic of chaining movements and steps ; and makes 
it possible to establish contingent relationships between the elements (Leste 
2010) - the concept of generative dance and emergent choreography is based 
on the composition by “Organizing Principles”. The Organizing Principles, “recur-
sively co-constitute themselves in the multiple interrelations (...) from which will 
emerge movement patterns that had only their parameters pre-defined and not 
their final formatting” (Leste 2010, 33). In this way, the choreographer proposes 
simple rules of interaction, potentially generating emergent collective behaviors. 
But how is it felt, this emergent collective behavior between dancers? Consider-
ing the intra-dancer relationships, is there an amplification of the perception of 
the togetherness phenomenon?

Hart (2014), discovered that when improvisation happens co-confidently 
between performers, it achieves a smooth and symmetrical universal movement, 
but not periodic and simple. However, in dance, ‘togetherness’ is associated 
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with the sense of the agency of the other (Himberg et al. 2018) and not exclu-
sively only with synchrony, once we can move together without feeling together. 
Therefore, how will the phenomenon of togetherness be felt from the intra-danc-
er perspective, when the rules of relation are already pre-established as in gen-
erative dance?

2. Description of the Proposal Approach

Our transformative exploratory study combines implicit quantitative study pro-
cedures with an explicit qualitative approach to data interpretation. For the quan-
titative study, we have created a set of choreographic objects based on Agent 

- based - models for the plan, that simulate self-organized systems of dancers. 
For the qualitative study, by approximation to a case study, we use samples of 
convenience, where the participants will be selected by curriculum, motivation 
letter or audition. To achieve the project main goals, this project was divided in 
three stages:

Stage_I - Construction of Mathematical models of self-organized systems 
in the plane - by approximation to Forsythe’s (2012) choreographic objects - de-
fined as a model of potential transition from one state to another in any imagin-
able space - based on the theory of Agent-based models. The creation of these 
models allow us to study generative dance as a self-organized dynamic system 
and perceive: the collective spatial behavior of the virtual dancers; the emer-
gent spatio-temporal patterns; the system’s attractors and transients; the spa-
tio-temporal variations for random initial conditions and the resilience to error. 
Using Wolfram Language - Mathematica, data is being collected through sys-
tematic direct observation by two experts and the chosen results compiled by 
recording images in JPEG and GIF format.

Stage_II - Creation of generative dances (Flasmob of 20-60 dancers and 
Collective Improvisation for a group of 10 dancers) based on the previous study 
of choreographic objects. With them, we intend to substantiate the concepts of 
generative dance and choreographic emergence and contrast results on stage 
with modeled results obtained. For this, Flasmobs will be recorded in video 
format with subsequent analysis by two expert observers, using an instrument 
based on criteria of time shift, interaction and spatial design in order to create an 

- exhaustive and mutually exclusive - system of categories (Torrents, Castañer 
and Anguera 2011). On the other side, collective improvisation for 10 dancers - 
inserted in the cycle of Practice-led Research and Research-led Practice (Smith 
and Dean 2009) - will include: 1) Direct observation by the researcher with daily 
field notes; 2) Individual Logbook for each participant, with regular recording of 
sensations, words, images and ideas; 3) Daily group discussions (30’) at the end 
of each work session, to collectively share thoughts, concepts and ideas regard-
ing the project and individual conclusions. 
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Stage_III - Parallel to stage_II, we seek to understand how generative 
dance influences the feeling of “togetheness” between dancer. For that, we will 
conduct In-Depth Interviews (Roller and Lavrakas 2015) and apply the Focus 
Group technique (Onwuegbuzie et al. 2009) in order to deepen the concepts 
of own space, shareable space and group feeling, based on the perception 
of relational dynamics, allowing a better understanding of the Togetherness 
phenomenon. The individual in-depth interviews will be applied during the res-
idency (collective improvisation) and are based on the principles of the explic-
itness method (Vermersch 2010), to characterize the subjective experience of 
the dancer. 

3. Expected Contributions

A system corresponds to a relationship between unified parts for which 
new qualities and properties emerge (Morin 2008), as exemplified by the spa-
tio-temporal emergence patterns detected in self-organized systems. With re-
gard to individual experience, this “is experienced as a joint movement where 
the subject is a collective and not a sum of individuals” (Himberg et al. 2018, 4). 
From the complementarity of these assumptions, we question: 1) the possibility 
of creating dance as a self-organized dynamic system for a group of dancers 
(generative dance) with emergent choreography; 2) the set of rules for which 
emergent dynamic patterns are produced; 3) how does generative dance influ-
ence the feeling of “togetherness” between dancers.

In sequence of these main questions we expect to contribute to under-
standing of the phenomenon of choreographic emergence and the relations be-
tween the organizational principles in contemporary collective dance, through 
practical artistic research based on rules resulting from computational modeling, 
capable of generating emerging collective behavior patterns. For that we will: 1) 
Explore the emergent behavior patterns, by computational modeling, that may 
confer to generative dance a component of autonomy and a coherence beyond 
the expected behavior - “a life of its own” (Monro 2009, 2) Propose a definition 
of generative dance and emergent choreography, based on the established con-
cepts of Generative-Art and Generative-Art Emergence (Cook and Brown 1999; 
Gomes 2010), applied to contemporary dance, as of organizational principles of 
collective composition and improvisation; 3) Explore Emergent Phenomena in 
Dance based on the definition of autonomy component, connected with the idea 
of “going beyond” or transcendence of origins, of Monro(2009); 4) Understand 
the Togetherness phenomenon, verifying the influence of Generative Dance on 
collective choreographic creation, via listening the subjective experience of the 
dancers (perspective between dancers) for the construction of the concepts of 
own space, shareable space and group feeling.
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4. Progress Towards Goals

Classically, one would guess that systems with numerous small parts that in-
teract with similar nearby parts in a very simple way (and the word simple is the 
key here), could not show a collective behavior rather than a simple one. The 
study of elementary cellular automata came to show that, for some interaction 
of simple rules, the collective behavior of the systems is anything but simple. 
As John Conway showed, with his Game of Life, 2D cellular automata, some 
of these non-simple collective behaviors can exhibit both order and disorder/
unpredictable features. Stephen Wolfram suggested that this kind of dynamic 
should be called as complex behavior. In the 1980s, Stephen Wolfram identified 
the elementary cellular automata that would be able to show complex behavior. 
Since then, it remains an open question to know if different cellular automata 
can show different order and disorder/unpredictable features. Still also to an-
swer how different from that identified by Wolfram, can an order and disorder/
unpredictable collective behavior be.

Approaching the collective dance behaviors to a choreographic object led 
us to study 2D cellular automata. Our interest is to see if the dynamics shown 
by these cellular automata have characteristics one could describe as order and 
disorder/unpredictable, and consequence recognizable patterns that we could 
define as emergent choreographies. 

After, the systematic study of choreographic objects (Agent based models 
- 2D cellular automata) (Fig.1.), we have identified: 1) A different complex behav-
ior for a square lattice peripheral cellular automaton, with von Neumann neigh-
borhood and fixed null boundary conditions, which due to its characteristics, we 
are calling such order and disorder/unpredictable collective behavior as flow; 2) 
A singular cellular automaton capable of displaying self-organizing collective be-
havior with the system showing unexpected symmetries, after other families of 
cellular automata, diamond-shape lattice cellular automaton, with 4-neighbors 
(front & front left & front right & self), with fixed null boundary conditions. 
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We have found a specific rule of correlation (Fig.2) in the choreographic object 
(Agent Based Model - diamond-shape lattice cellular automata, with 4-neigh-
bors (front & front left & front right & self) with fixed null boundary conditions) 
for which we could observe the emergence of a concentric flux associated with a 
non-regular geometric pattern. With that, we have decided to use the same rule 
as a choreographic dispositive for our first Flashmobs, translating it to a set of 
scores (Table.1) that will be given to the participants.

The practice of Flasmobs, corresponds to the final presentation of dance work-
shops that we are collaboratively producing with different institutions (All Dance 
Portugal Festival; Center of Mathematics of University of Minho, etc.). As first 
workshops, they will serve as trials for the next investigations, nevertheless all of 
them will be followed by focus groups towards the phenomenon of togetherness 
(own space, shareable space and group feeling).

Fig. 2. Singular cellular 
automaton capable of 
displaying self-organizing 
collective behavior, with  
the system showing 
unexpected symmetries.

Fig. 1. Systematization of 
choreographic objects.
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On the other side, at this moment, we are writing an article with the provision-
al title - “An essay about the dimensions of a generative dance”- in which we 
propose a mapping and systematization of some concepts (Collective Dance 

- suspension, attention and impulsion; Collective Composition - Choreography 
vs. improvisation ; Generative Art - Generate Static Work vs. Generate Dynamic 
Work) that bound the concept of Generative Dance (Fig.3.).

Table 1. Translation of 
automaton - diamond-shape 
lattice cellular automata, with 
4-neighbors, with fixed null 
boundary conditions into a set 
of scores.
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